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Shock wave induced condensation in retrograde vapour 

Notation 

M. BRATOS (WARSZAWA) and G. E. A. MEffiR (GOTTINGEN) 

THE PROCESS of shock wave induced condenSation in retrograde fluids was investigated theo
retically with the inclusion of a numerical example for CsF 16 (perftuorodimethylcyclohexane). 
For pure water steam and for moist air the phase transition is caused by the expansion of the 
gas, but in the case of retrograde gas, condensation can also take place as a result of com
pression. Compression in the retrograde vapour is performed by the incident shock wave tra
velling in a shock tube. Two principal effects of the condensation on the flow as a whole are: 
the transfer of a portion of the vapour phase to the liquid state and the heating of the remain
ing vapour. Heating is formed by the absorption of the condensation heat from the conden~ 
phase. For retrograde :fluids the effect of vapour removal dominates the heating. Because of 
this, the stream pressure and temperature in the constant area flow tend to decrease in the 
supersonic case and to rise in the subsonic case. This is just the opposite to the behaviour 
of a regular :fluid. Numerical computations were done for different shock waves. Profiles for 
pressure, density, temperature increase and droplet formation in the condensation zone are 
calculated. 

W pracy badano przeplyw gazu typu retrograde z kondensacjil. W przypadku przeplyw6w 
pary wodnej lub wilgotnego powietrza przejscie fazowe (para-ciecz) wyst~puje na skutek eks
pansji gazu. W .gazach typu retrograde kondensacja moi:e bye spowodowana ich spr~em. 
W pracy rozpatrywano kondensacj~ W}'Wolanii w przeplywie przez fal~ uderzeniOWil porusza
jilCil si~ w rurze uderzeniowej. W przeplywie wYSt~pujil dwa efekty zwiilZaQe z przemian~ fa
ZOWil· Mianowicie, kondensacja powoduje z jednej strony przejScie ~ pary z fazy gazowej 
do cieklej, a z drugiej ogrzanie pozostalej ~ pary. Dla gaz6w typu retrograde, w przeci
wienstwie do g;u.6w regularnych (np. para wodna, p < 30 bar - gaz regularny), efekt usuwania 
~i pary z fazy gazowej do cieklej dominuje nad efektem podgrzewania fazy gazowej. Dla
tego tez w przeplywie gazu retrograde z kondensacjil w rurze uderuniowej ci!nienie i tempe- . 
ratura wzrastajil w ~i poddi:wi~kowej przeplywu (za falfl uderzeniowll). Obliczenia nume
ryczne przeprowadzono.dla r62:nych modeli kondensacji i r62:nych fal uderzeniowych. Uzyskano 
strukt~ strefy kondensacji za fal~ uderzeniOWEl· 

B pa6oTe uccne~oB&Ho TelleHHe raaa THIIa peTpOrp~e c Ko~ea~eit. B cnyqae TelleHHit 
BOAJIHoro napa HJIH BJWKHoro B03,ttyXa <t>asosbrlt nepexo~ (uap->KH.Zn<oCT&) BhiCTyiJ8eT scne~
cmue paCUIHpeHH.fl raaa. B raaax THIIa perporp~e KOH.tteH~ MO>KeT 6&1'1'& Bhi3Baml 
ux c>KaTHeM. B pa6oTe paccMaTpi!BaeTc.fl KOH)l;eH~ Bhi3Ba.HHaJI y~pHoii B6JIHoii ~H>KY
~eitc.fl B y~pHoit Tpy6Ke. B TeqeHHH BLICTYIIIUOT ,mJa 3<l><l>eKTa CBJI3a.HIIhle C <l>a30BhiM npe· 
BparQeHHeM. lfMeHHO, KO~eH~ Bbl3LIBaeT C O,In~Oit CTOpOHhl nepexo~ llaCTH napa H3 ra-
30BOi <l>a3LI B ~' a C ~yroi CTOpOHbl HarpeB OCTaJII>HOit llaCTH napa. ,ltJm ra30B THII& 
peTpOrp~e, B npOTI!Bosec peryJIJipHhiM ra3aM (mmpuMep so.zvmoit nap, 0 < 30 6ap
peryJIJipm.m ra3), a<l><l>eKT y~eHH.fl llaCTH napa H3 ra30Boii <l>a3hl s ~ npeOOJDWle'l' 
~ 3<l><i>eKTOM HarPCBa ra30BOH 4>a3LI. Ilo3TOMY B TelleHHH ra38 nma perporp~e C KOB· 
~eHcanueii B y~apHOH Tpy6Ke, .QaBJieHHe H TeMnepa-rypa B03paCT8lOT B ~03BfKOBOH llaCTB 
TeliCHHJI (3a y~pHoii BOJlliOH). 'tJuCJieHm.Ie paClleTLI npoBe~eHhl ~ pa3HLIX MO~enei KOB· 
~eH~ H pa3HLIX y~pHhiX BOJIH. Ilo.nyqeHa CTpfKTYP8 30Hhl KOH.tteH~ 38 Y~PHOA 
BOJIHOi. 

B second virial coefficient, 
c,, Cp specific beats (for non-ideal gas), 
c~, c~ ideai-gas specific heats, 

D self-diffusion coefficient, 
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h1, specific heat of phase transition, 
hL specific liquid entbalpy, 
h. specific vapour-liquid mixture enthalpy, 
h, specific vapour entbalpy, 
I* nucleation rate, 
k thermal conductivity, 

k, Boltzman constant, . 
m droplet mass, 
m mass of one vapour molecule, 
Jl molecular weight, 
M Mach number, 
p vapour pressure, 

M. BltATOS AND G. B. A. MilD 

p.,, T.,, V., critical pressure, temperature and volume (per unit mass), 
p,, T,, V, reduced vapour pressure, temperature and volume: 

p, =PIPe, T,. = T/Te, V, = V/Ve, 
p«J(T) flat-film saturation pressure corresponding to the temperature T, 

P«Jr == P«JIPe reduced saturation pressure over a flat film, 
r droplet radius, ' 
r ,surface-averaged" droplet radius, 

r• critical radius, 
SI universal gas constant, 
R == 91/Jt, 
S supersaturation, 
T vapour temperature, 

TD droplet temperature, 
t time, 
u flow speed, 
V specific vapour volume, 

Y • ., volume of one vapour molecule, 
w acentric factor, 
x coordinate in flow direction, 

ex., Riedel parameter, 
y ratio of specific heats, 
'I dynamic viscosity, 
p condensate mass fraction, 
e vapour density (at the infinity from the droplet), 

eD vapour density at the droplet Surface, 
e. vapour-liquid mixture density, 

t1 surface tension, 
T, delay time, 

Ph Ttt M~t Y~t e1 parameters in front of the shock wave, 
P2, T2, M2, Yz, ez parameters behind the shock wave. 

Salllerlpts 

c critical parameters, 
D droplet, 
L liquid, 
m mixture, 
r for a droplet with radius r (also for reduced parameters), 

" vapour, 
oo fl&t interface. 

• indicates critical droplet size. 
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8Hocx WAVB INDUCED CONDENSATION IN :RE'I'IlOGRADB VAPO'Ull 681 

1. Introduction 

REcENTLY, a number of works both theoretical and experimental have been devoted to 
so-called retrograde fluid. In this work the condensation induced by the shock wave in 
retrograde fluid- perfiuorodiinethylcyclohexane (C8F16) .is investigated. 

For regular fluids (such as water) the adiabatic 'expansion leads to condensation. In 
the case of retrograde fluids, such as octane or perftuorodimethylcyclohexane, the adiabatic 
compression leads to condensation. It is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

T 
Regular Fluid 

T 
ReTrograde Fluid 

s 
Flo. 1. Temperature-entropy diagram. Adiabatic · condensation of regular and retrograde fluids. 

(1-+ 2, isentropic ~densation, 1-+ 2', nonisentropic condensation). 

There is a large class of such fluids; for example, all fluids in paraffin hydrocarbon 
series above the complexity level of propane are retrograde. G. E. A. MEIER, P. THOMPSON 

[1, 2] investigated experimentally the complete condensation shock waves in retrograde 
fluids using a shock tube. 

The complete condensation shock waves were produced by shock waves reflected 
from the rigid end-wall of the tube. Pressure was measured behind the incident and the 
reflected shock waves. 

In the present work we intend to describe the droplet-condensation zone behind the 
incident shock wave in a retrograde fluid such as perfiuorodimethylcyclohexane. In addi
tion to that, the influence of the condensation on the profiles of different quantities of 
state will be shown. 

2. 1be physical model assumptions. Governing equations 

The flow is treated as one-dimensional, the influence of walls being neglected. The 
effect of conductivity of the vapour is taken into account only in the vicinity of the 
macroscopic droplets. The vapour phase behaves like an ideal gas, that is, it obeys the 
thermal equation for the ideal gas and the internal energy and the enthalpy are functions 
of temperatures only. 

The liquid phase is assumed to be incompressible. It is present in the form of spherical 
droplets which do not interact with each other; hence the coagulation effects are neglected. 
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682 M. BRATOS AND G. E. A. MEIBll 

The droplets have the same velocity as vapour and the temperature at the surface 
of the droplet is the same as inside. 

The droplets appear just behind the shock wave in the process of the spontaneous, 
homogeneous nucleation. The homogeneous nucleation is described by the Frenkel
Zeldovich steady-state nucleation model. Therefore the nucleation rate is described in 
the following form [3-7]: 

(2.1) 

where 

(2.2) 

( 
p ) -. j'iii ( 4nur*

2
) 

I*= ksT Vmc V nm exp - 3ksT , 

Bl 
R = Jl' 

The nucleation rate depends strongly on the supersaturation and on the surface tension. 
As regards surface tension, for the retrograde liquid the bulk value of the surface 

tension u eo depends on the temperature as follows: 

(2.3) [
( T)lt.2 

a~<n = a~(T0) {:~~) • 

This is the GAMBILL (8, 9] formula. 
The exponent 1.2 is strictly applicable to nonpolar gases; Tc is the critical temperature. 
The critical temperature of a pure material may be defined as the maximum tempera

ture at which liquid and vapour phaseS can coexist in equilibrium; above this temperature 
no liquid pb.ase is then possible. 

The vapour pressure at this temperature is termed the critical pressure (pc) and the 
volume per unit mass, the critical volume (Vc)· 

From a mathematical sense the definition of the critical point is 

(2.4) ( dp ) - ( d2p ) - 0 
dV Tc- dV2 Tc- • 

If for a certain temperature the value of the interfacial tension (for the fiat surface 
between two phases) is known, then formula (2.3) makes it possible to get the values of 
surface tension for any other temperatures. 

The influence of the radius on the droplet surface tension is given by the TOLMAN 
[7, 10, 11] relation: 

(2.5) er,= Cfco 1--;;-+ -... -- ', ' ( 2 2 ) 
kr k 2r 2 

where 1/k ~ (2+5) · to-s cm. 
Tolman suggests that the surface tension for a droplet lies below its bulk value. We 

also admit this correction. 
It should be noted that for the determination of the critical radius r* and nucleation 

rate, the value of supersaturation S = PIPco is required, where Pco is the equilibrium 
pressure of a vapour coexisting with its liquid phase. 
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SaocJ.: WAVB INDUCID OONDBNSATION IN lUmt.OGitADB VAPOUR. 683 

The equilibrium pressure is given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for retrograde 
fluids [8, 12-14]. It is the so-called Riedel equation for retrograde fluids: 

as follows: 

(2.6) 

Poor= f(T, «c), 

logp00, = - f/>(T,)- («c-7)tJI{T,), 

(l)(T,) = 0.118q>(T,)-7logT, 

'P(T,.) = 0.0364(/>(f,.)-logT, 

q>(T,) = 36/T,.+42lnT,-35- T:, 
where T, = T/Tc and p, =PIPe and where Poor= 1 when T, =:= 1. ctc is the so-called 
Riedel parameter [8, 14] which could be estimated from the properties of normal boiling 
point and critical ones. 

We use it in the form of the THOMPSON [1] correlation formula: 

(2.7) (
.., 3 )1/2 

«c=5.7+0.34 c,- 2 , where c,=c,fR, 

where c, is the specific heat. 
Just behind the shock wave the size of the droplet is very small, less than the mean 

molecular free path in the gas. :Therefore the Hertz-Knudsen model for the mass and 
energy exchange between two phases is applicable here [15]. 

Due to the condensation, the droplets grow up and at a certain distance from the 
shock wave they become larger than the mean molecular free path. 

At this stage we may use the following equations [16]: 

(2.8) 
dm 
dt = 4nrD(e-eD), where r = r. 

This describes the flux of vapour mass towards the droplet in the form of Pick's law 
of diffusion for a spherical droplet. 

To describe the energy exchange between two phases the equation for conduction of 
heat away from the droplet surface may be written in the form of the Fourier equation: 

(2.9) 
dm dr 

h,, dt = h1, · 4nr2eL(it = -4nkr(TD-n, 

where 

r = r and 
dr di 
lit= fit• 

These two equations are needed to compute the droplet temperature TD and then 
the rate of droplet growth drfdt. Here T is the temperature of the vapour at a certain 
distance from the droplet (temperature of a vapour environment). 

There is a number of physical quantities entering these equations. 
First: h1, is the specific heat of phase transition, k is the thermal conductivity of the 

retrograde vapour. 
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684 M. BllATOS AND G. E. A. MID!It 

For the estimation of the thermal conductivity coefficient we u8e the semi-empirical 
Eucken correlation. This correlation was introduced for polyatomic gases at low pres
sures (8]. 

We must also have the value of a dynamic viscosity fJ and to this end the BROMLEY 

and WILKE (17] empirical formula · is applied. 
This formula is an empirical correlation of the viscosity values obtained in the Chap

man-Ensko~ theory with the critical properties [8, 18-19]: 

0.00333 · (JITc)112ft (1.33Tr) 
fJ= (2.10) v;J3 

The self-diffusion coefficient values are also taken from the semi-empirical formula 
obtained in the Chapman-Enskog theory [8, 19-21]: · 

(2.11) D == 1.2(tllT/JI P) (l.l)fJ, 

where dl - universal gas constant, T, P- vapour· temperature and pressure, Jl - mole 
mass, and where 1J is expressed in poises, P in atmospheres, D in square centimeters 
per second. 

e» is the vapour density at the droplet surface and 
(2.12) eo = PD!RTD, 

P» is the ambient pressure which would be n~ssary to keep the droplet in equilibrium, 
both droplet and vapour having the temperature TD. Usi.Jig the Helmholtz equation this 
pressure is 

(2.13) P» = P«~(T»)exp{2afeLRTDr}, 
where r is the droplet radius and p«~(T0) is the flat-film saturation pressure corresponding 
to the temperature T0 • 

In each cross-section of the shock tube the radii of all droplets are the same and equal 
to the so-called "surface-averaged" droplet radius [15, 22]. 

In our previous work [23] it was shown that a more realistic model with the radii 
distribution function of droplets gives almost the same results (in one-dimensional flow) 
as a model of a "surface-averaged" droplet radius adopted from HILL (22]. 

We also assume that a behaviour of this artificial <froplet with a "surface-averaged" 
droplet radius is the same a~ the physical one and its growth is described by Fick's law 
of diffusion and the Fourier equation for conduction. 

It is obvious to take as the initial condition for the droplet radii its critical value: 
ro = r = r*-+ and it implies that its temperature must be equal to the gas temperature 

To= T. 

One-dimensional, two-phase flow is described by the mass, momentum and energy 
conservation equations for a vapour-liquid mixture: 

(2.14) - 1 de,. + _!._~ = o 
e... dx u dx ' 

dp du 
(2.15) dx +e,.u dx = 0, 

(2.16) d ( u
2

) dx h .. +-y = 0, 
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where 

(2.17) 

and 

(2.18) 

e ... = (1-p)eL + Pt! 

68S 

To complete the system of eq~tions the thermal and cs.lorical equations of state 
are required. 

In the considered · condensation model the relative rate of formation of a new phase 
is given by one integrodifferential equation: 

(2.19) u: = (::) l: nrtf*(x)+ {[ 4n~o+ 1: ~· r :~:~ ~· }e-: ] .. 
The first term on the right-hand side is the condensation rate due to the formation 

of new droplets in a ftuid element at x. The second term describes the condensation rate 
I -

due to the growth of all droplets which have been created somewhere before a ftuid element 
at x along the streamline. 

3. Results and conclusioas 

The calculations were performed for different conditions in front of the shock wave, 
namely for different Mach numbers, temperature and density. 

The·typical behaviour of parameters' distributions in the condensation zone for retro
grade fluids is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Attention should be paid to the fact that, in retrograde ftuid, condensation eau~ 
the increase of both temperature and pressure in the subsonic tlow. One can compare 
the condensation process in the regular ftuid, for example water vapour(!), to the heat 
addition. When condensation takes place either in regular or retrogrfl,de ftuid, it causes 
a removal of a part of the vapour phase (because of phase transition) and the increase 
of temperature of vapour due to the energy released in the process of condensation. 

In the case of regular ftuid heating has a larger effect on the stream properties .than 
the vapour removal, whereas for retrograde ftuid the effect of a removal of the part of 
the yapour seems to be dominant. As a result of this, we observe the rise. of pressure and 
temperature in the subsonic ftow. 

The condensation zone structure depends strongly on the assumptions connected 
with the surface tension. Figure 3 illustrates this fact. 

As an example we can see the results for the case where there is no correction of the 
interfacial tension a with respect of the droplet size. 

The deviation between the values of a new phase mass fraction obtained in both 
models (with and without the Tolman correction of the droplet surface tension) is 
about 50%. 

(1) Water vapour behaves like a ,regular fluid" for the pressure p < 30 bar [24]. 
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FIG. 3. The distributions of the ,sUrface-averaged" radius and the condensate mass fraction in the 
condensation zone (curves: J, 3-without the Tolman correction, curves 2, 4- with the Tolman cor
rection; curves 1,2-p_(x), curves 3,4 -r(x)). Parameters in the front of a shock wave: Y1 = 19 

cm3 /g, T1 = 403°K, M1 = 2.16. 

[686) 
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The final size of droplets in the case 'Where the Tolman correction was neglected is 
of one order greater and the change of the length of the condensation zone is even 
greater- almost two orders of magnitude. 

One can ask whether the assumption of the ideal gas is not too restrictive. To answer 
this question we repeated all calculations taking into account the assumptions of gas 
non-ideality. · 

The effect of the intermolecular forces was here taken into account by the approxima
tion to the second virial coefficient. 

Therefore the thermal equation of state is 

(3.1) p = eRT[l + eB(T)] 

and the caloric equation of state is as follows: 

(3.2) 
o .A(T1) 

h = h(p, T) == h1+c,(T-TJ- 2B(TJ [RT1 

- yR2Tf+4p1RT1 B]- ~\~ (yR2'P+4pRTB-RT), 

where enthalpy is the function of pressure and temperature and where 

(3.3) A= (oB) T:_B, ar, 
h1 - the specific enthalpy for the vapour state characterized by the pressure and the 
temperature P1, T1 . 

Using the PrrzER, Cuiu. model [8, 25-27] we could find a value of the second virial 
coefficient B. 

Here the second virial coefficient is a function of temperature, critical properties and 
the so-called acentric factor w, which characterizes the acentricity of non.:spherical mole
cules: 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

B0 = f 0(T, Tc,Pc) = RTc (0.1445-0.330/Tr-0.1385/T;-0.0121/T!], 
Pc 

B 1 = / 1(T, Tc,Pc) = RTc [0.013+0.46/Tr-0.50/T;-0.091/T!-0.0013/T:J, 
Pc 

(3.7) w = -1.0-Iogpoor at Tr = 0.7. 

For the pertluorodimethylcyclohexane {C8F 16) the acentric factor was estimated as 
equal to w = 0.4535. 

Figure 4 shows the change due to the non-ideality of the gas on Hugoniot's curve. 
The non-dimensional pressure distributions and mass fraction distributions for the 

new phase for both ideal and non-ideal gases are shown in Fig. 5. As we can see in this 
figure, the relative changes are not very great for pressure and mass concentration of 
a new phase. 

However, the size of droplets differs considerably (Fig. 6)- one order of magnitude. 
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Fio. 5. The distribution of the condensate mass fraction an!! the nondimensional pressure in the con· 
densation zone fo~ ideal and non-ideal gases. Parameters in the front of a shock wave: V1 = 79 cm5/g, 

T1 = 403°K, M• = 2.16. (Curves 1, 3- non-ideal gas, curves 2, 4- ideal gas). 
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t1 = F(doo, T, T~), curve 3: d = F1(doo, T, Tc, r)). Yt = 79 cm3fg, Tt = 403°K, M 1 = 2.16. 
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Fig. 7. The comparison between the theory and the experiment. M1 versusp2/P1· Curves 1, 2-(theory): 
J_;..non-ideal gas, 2-ideal gas (V1 = 79 cm3fg, T1 = 403°K). 

Experiment: 0 V1 = 161 cm3fg, 6. V1 = 159 cm3/g, 0 Yt ~ 79 cm3/g. 

1 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr S{19 (689) 
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In the case- of a non-ideal gas, the relaxation zone is also one order of magnitude 
longer than in the case of ideal gas. 

In the experiments(2) the pressure behind the relaxation zone in the two-phase equi
, librium zone was measured. 

As we·can see in Fig. 7 {p2 /p1 versus M1), both theoretical results for ideal and non
ideal gases give good agreement with these experimental data. 

Pressure transducers 
./"'.... /1 

____ w_be--~----------------~~ 
! . 150mm 
I 

otaw 

5.0 

FIG. 8. Position of pressure transducers and a laser 
beam in the test section of the shock tube. 

--~-------------------------------S 

x 10-4 [cm] 

FIG, 9. The distributions of the ,surface-~veraged" radius In the condensation zone for the different shock 
waves (V1 = 80.01 cm3 /g, T1 = 403'1{ and M1 = 2.1- curve 1, M1 == 2.15- curve 2, M" == 2.25-

curve 3). The star • indicates the observable influence of condensation on the laser beam. 

(") The measurements were performed by H. D. Speckmann from Max Planet Institut rm Str6-
mungsforschung, Gattingen. 
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To find out which approach should be used (in this range of pressures), much more 
refined measurements are needed such as the measurement of the mass concentration 
of a liquid phase (or the droplet concentration) and the measurement of final droplet 
sizes. 

The Rayleigh scattering of laser light was used as a diagnostic means to determine 
the location of such a condensation region, at which the concentration and the sizes of 
the droplets are sufficiently large so that the droplets can be detected. The wave length 
of the laser light used in the experiment was 632.8 nm and the beam diameter 0.9 mm. 
The "delay time" T11 , which characterizes the condensation rate in the ftow, was de-

tr• Ft{d.; T; Tc ; F) 

I 
i 

i 
i 

i 

~·~----~----._----~----~----~ 1.8 t9 2.0 u LJ 
M., 

Fio.lO. The comparison between the theory (non-ideal gas model, Tolman correction) and the experiment. 
1/T, versus M1. 
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termined experimentally. -r1 was defined as the difference between two instants of time: 
at which the shock wave passed throush the laser beam (it was recorded by the pressure 
tranSducer) and at which laser light attenuation began (Fig. 8). 

The onset of the observable (i.e. experimentally derectable by the laser light beam) 
condensation in the ftow is marked in Fig. 9 by the star. 

Taking into account the qumerical values of the droplet sizes and the droplet con
centration, we could calculate [28, 29] the relative attenuation of the intensity of the 
laser light and then the theoretical ''delay time" T11 • 

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the experimental "delay time" T11 with. the theoret
ical one for the different Mach numbers in front of the shock wave. The theoretical 
results were obtained using a non-ideal gas model and the Tolman correction. The good 
agreement between the theory and the experiment indicates that the Tolman correction 
is necessary in the right description of the nucleation and the droplet growth for retro
grade ftuids. 
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